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   As the Sarbanes-Oxley Act has brought profound changes in corporate 
governance and internal control, Chinese government in recent years has promoted 
the establishment of internal control system. The relation between internal control 
and financial information quality is one of the core issues for both theorists and 
practitioners.  Reviewing current literature study on the relationship between 
internal control and financial information, most scholars focus on the study of 
internal control and historical financial information, rarely on the relationship 
between the internal control and the predictive financial information. As an 
important  component of enterprise predictive financial information,management 
earnings forecast provides private and future-proofedinformation. Because the value 
of stock is determined by future cash flow, thismanagement earnings forecast is 
more important and relevant to decision making(Ball et al.,2012) and another 
important kind of information disclosure. But the current domestic research on and 
the relationship of management earnings forecast and the internal control is still 
blank, even on foreignThe related research is very few （ Feng et al., 
2009）.Comparedwith other primary capital markets, China management earnings 
forecast regime isbased on the semi-mandatory and semi-voluntary regulation, which 
provides this paper abundant researchopportunity. 
Semi –mandatory and semi-voluntary disclosure system of management 
earnings forecast and the characteristics as predictive financial information,all of 
these are caused the management earnings forecast disclosure exists more 
sovereignty respect to other financial information.With the internal characteristics of 
operation and management,different listing Corporations will form different 
characteristics in the disclosure of management earnings forecast,which form the 
style of management earnings forecastjointly. 
Based on the review of the existing literature and the current disclosure system 
ofmanagement earnings forecast, adopts the internal control evaluation index issued 













listed firms on the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges from 2007 to 2012, this 
paper investigates the influence that internal control effect on the style of 
management earnings prediction. Empirical study results show that internal control 
helps to promote the management of voluntary disclosure, improves the predictive 
financial information quality and increase information transparency. Specifically, (1) 
in the behavior of prediction, the quality of internal control is better, the company 
has more inclined to voluntary disclosure of management earnings forecast; (2) in 
the strategy of prediction, the quality of internal control is better, the company has 
more inclined to release management earnings forecast which adopts high precision; 
(3) in the quality of prediction, the quality of internal control is better, the disclosure 
of management earnings forecast accuracy is higher. In addition, based on the 
special background of the semi-voluntary and semi-mandatory disclosure system in 
China, under the other same conditions, compare with the companies which 
voluntary disclosure, there exist stronger sensitivity relations between   internal 
control and management earnings forecast style(specifically in precision and 
accuracy) in the companies which mandatory disclosure. 
   This is the first paper in the domestic that research the relation between the 
internal control and the style of management earnings forecast style through 
empirical tests. This is the main contribution of the paper. The research results fill 
the blank of domestic related research, enrich the research findings of  the academic 
field of the internal control and financial information.Further moer ,the results 
confirme the effectiveness of internal control in improving the quality of financial 
information and the company information transparency, which provide a theoretical 
basis and empirical support to China government to establish and implement internal 
control system. 
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制度。2008 年 6 月 28 日，我国中央五部委（财政部、证监会、审计署、银监
会和保监会）联合发布了《企业内部控制基本规范》，该规范被称之为中国版的
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